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Subject: Tea
Witch’s Brew follows the process of growing tea till it is in your 

cup in a surreal world full of monsters and creepy creatures.



Steps I will Include
1. The tea plant seed starts to sprout

2. We follow this sprout as it grows into a large tea plant, climbing up the stalk 

looking at the little animals and bugs that live among the plants.

3. We watch as a leaf is hand picked.

4. The leaves are put into large wooden pans and set to dry out.

5. The dry leaves are sprinkled into a steaming teacup.



Style:Illustration
Defined by mathematical formulas and first 

introduced the 1960’s and 1970’s, vector 

graphics were originally used due t the fact 

that raster graphics at the time were too 

expensive. Originally computer illustrations 

started off with the oscilloscope in the 1950’s 

which manipulated electromagnetic waves on 

a fluorescent screen.  Many of the earliest 

artist were actually computer programmers 

with a fine art background.



Surrealism
Beginning in the 1920, this movement 

was known for it’s illogical scene sin 

both photography and illustrations with 

great precision. The main feature of this 

movement is that of surprise and 

wonder as many artist claim it to be a 

form of pure expression of the 

philosophical movements.



Mood  Board



Reference



Reference
Coke’s Happiness Factory 2006

A man puts his coin into  vending 

machine to buy a coke and we see the 

fantasmal world in which coke is created 

inside the vending machine itself.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CP2ZYdSHMug


Process of Making Tea
1. Tea plants, or Camellia sinensis must be grown and harvested, however the conditions to which they are grown in are 

especially important to the flavor of the tea. Premium tea leaves are hand plucked, but in most cases of mass production, 

plucked by a machine.

2. The leaves are then left to wilt and wither,and can reduce the amount of water content in the leaves by as much as 50% of 

their original amount.

3. The leaves are then bruised in preparation for oxidation.

4. Oxidation begins and the leaves start to turn brown, but must be monitored closely.

5. To end oxidation the leaves are heated up and then left to dry. 



Visual Approach
I will be using illustration and surrealism to create a wonderous world of monsters and 

the unordinary where mice are mad scientists and eyeballs flying outside your window 

is a daily occurence. This all ties into the wonderfully weird world of tea and those 

who enjoy it. People come from many backgrounds, likes, dislikes, hopes and fears. The 

oddity of this world is meant to symbolize this oddity and embrace it through the 

process of tea being grown and brewed.



Research
Illustration/ Surrealism

https://www.britannica.com/technology/

vector-graphics

http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/a

/computer-art-history/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surrealism

Tea Making Process

https://redblossomtea.com/blogs/red-bl

ossom-blog/the-6-steps-of-tea-processin

g

https://www.britannica.com/technology/vector-graphics
https://www.britannica.com/technology/vector-graphics
http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/a/computer-art-history/
http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/a/computer-art-history/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surrealism
https://redblossomtea.com/blogs/red-blossom-blog/the-6-steps-of-tea-processing
https://redblossomtea.com/blogs/red-blossom-blog/the-6-steps-of-tea-processing
https://redblossomtea.com/blogs/red-blossom-blog/the-6-steps-of-tea-processing


Storyboard
Scene 1: Mad Scientist mouse making the tea 

seed grow with his experiments

Scene 2: The tea plant grows bringing up the 

land of monsters and creatures.

Scene 3: A tentacle harvests the top leaf of 

the tea plant ity.

Scene 4:A gargoyle breathes fire and “dries” 

the tea leaves.

Scene 5: A witch mixes the tea leaves into 

the cauldron and brews it.

Scene 6: The witch is relaxing next to the full 

moon with her cup of tea.



Style Frames V1



Styleframes-Pre cut
I decided to redo my design choice and 

go for a collage approach to my work. I 

hand drew all the components of the 

images and cut them out in photoshop 

so that I could control each piece 

individually once I imported into after 

effects.



Final Frames 



Working With Puppet 
Tool 
I used the puppet pin tool a lot 

throughout this project as it allowed me 

to easily alter my hand drawn imagery 

and keep the continuity of the piece 

without having to cut up my artwork 

further.



Hue changes
I experimented with changing the hue of 

the leaves symbolizing them drying out 

and becoming the finalized versions of 

tea leaves.



Motion Transitions
Instead of graphical changes, I depended 

heavily on matching the motion of both 

scenes, as to ease into each new frame 

without distracting the audience.



Audio-Music
Up on High-Daniel Rossen

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9ExU3WAi0Y


Texture and Dust and 
Cleanup
I added in a burlap sack texture as well 

as some fractal noise and some color 

correction just to add more to the piece.



Thank You!


